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machines and one main seal and you will need a tub gasket. This is what a typical Bosch, Neff,
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for what you will need. A friend if you can talk them into helping the wife will do as a backup.
You will then be ready to take on this very large job. You will need quite a lot of space to tackle
this job and the children will need to be out of the way. Take all panels of the washing machine,
lid, front facial panel, front main panel and the back panel, Strip down all the parts that are
attached to the drum. Take photos of any wiring that you disconnect so you remember how it
goes back together. Remove the drum from the casing, by undoing the springs and the
suspension legs. You are now ready to split the drum, see video for taking this apart. Take your

time knocking the old bearings out and when removed clean everything thoroughly. Remove the
drum seal and clean area. Now its time to fit the new bearings this is where your large nut and
bolt will come in using the large washers. First partly load the bearing in each side then place
the bolt through with one washer that is the size of the appropriate bearing, then on the other
side fit other washer that is the size of that bearing and but the bolt on, now slowly do the nut
and bolt up while making sure that the stay aligned until both bearings are full pulled into place.
With a hammer preferably a rubber one slowly tap the washing machine drum seal into place.
Reload the drum and put the pulley wheel back on. Test the drum for leaks by filling the drum
partly with water and rotate it to check everything. Rebuild the machine in the same way as you
as you took it apart. Hopefully everything works perfect and sit back and pat yourself on the
back for the amount of money you saved. How to replace washing machine drum bearings
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